
Averys personal selection from the 2014 vintage

Burgundy 2014 En Primeur Offer

“2014 looks like a fine vintage for those who seek expression and drinkability 
in their red burgundy, and tension with fruit in their whites.”  Jancis Robinson MW
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TASTE THE VINTAGE MIXED CASE

2014 was a great vintage in Chablis with the wines showing lots of typicity, fruit purity and finesse. “Long-time Chablis lovers will be 
happy with the classic-in-a-modern-style 2014s, which offer a mostly successful and appealing balance of fruit, minerality and acidity.” 
Stephen Tanzer, www.vinous.com

Domaine Billaud-Simon Chablis Code: C1023214 12-bottles £110
“...there is so much classic Chablis character present that even blind it could scarcely be mistaken for any other region. The cool, pure and focused middle weight 
flavours possess an almost pungent minerality along with a clean, markedly dry, balanced and beautifully persistent finish.” 89pts, Allen Meadows, Burghound.

Domaine des Malandes Chablis 1er Cru Vau de Vey Code: C1063514 12-bottles £130
“The cool, restrained and beautifully layered nose is rife with Chablis character, indeed this could basically not be mistaken for anything else” 91pts. 
Allen Meadows, Burghound. 

Domaine Billaud-Simon Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre Code: B0955814 6-bottles £95
Billaud-Simon was recently acquired by Domaine Faiveley but the wines are still very much in the classic Billaud style. “There is a fine blend of power and 
finesse with outstanding punch, complexity and balance on the beautifully lingering finish. A classic Montée de Tonnerre.” 92-94pts, Allen Meadows, Burghound.

Domaine des Malandes Chabis Grand Cru Vaudésirs Code: B1127214 6-bottles £155
“A discreet but not invisible application of wood sets off the ultra-fresh, ripe and airy aromas of pear, rose petal and green fruit along with plenty 
of Chablis elements” 92-94pts, Allen Meadows, Burghound.

Domaine Billaud-Simon Chablis 1er Cru 
Montée de Tonnerre (2 bottles)

pg.2

Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine Pernand Vergelesses 
1er Cru Clos Berthet Monople (2 bottles)

pg.3

Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Chardonnay 
(2 bottles)

pg.7

Domaine des Beaumonts  
Morey-Saint-Denis (2 bottles)

pg.9

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Savigny- 
lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets (2 bottles)

pg.7

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges  
1er Cru La Fussière Rouge (2 bottles)

pg.4

Taste The Vintage Mixed Case Code: M0001924 12-bottles £200
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DOMAINE DUBREUIL FONTAINE

DOMAINE JEAN MONNIER & FILS

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Meursault Code: C2545014 12-bottles £220
Jean-Claude and Nicolas own around 16 hectares between Beaune and Puligny Montrachet but are perhaps best-known for their Meursault. 
Made in a traditional style, this is buttery, ripe and fleshy with balancing acidity and a chalky minerality.

Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine Pernand Vergelesses Clos Berthet 1er Cru Monopole Code: C1596014 12-bottles £215
The average age of the vines in this Clos is about 40 years and the wines are renowned for being very mineral in style. Initially shy on the nose but 
the palate has richness and spice married to a chalky minerality. Vigorous, energetic and attractively punchy.

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Meursault-Charmes 1er Cru Code: B2545614 6-bottles £160
“Their Meursault Les Charmes is a textbook white Burgundy” Robert Parker. This is the more robust of the 1er crus with typical Les Charmes richness. 
Rich, gentle and creamy with a taut underlying acid structure.

Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru Code: B1596114 6-bottles £260
Vinifed in 30% new French oak, with lees stirring to add richness, this shows lots of weight and power whilst retaining a fresh, mineral-driven quality. 
Nicely layered with a silky creaminess and terrific finesse.

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Meursault-Genevrieres 1er Cru Code: B2194814 6-bottles £160
The Genevrières vineyard is at the top of the slope where the minerals are more predominant and there’s a distinct minerally edge to this very classy 
Meursault. Lifted aromatics of blossom, minerality and toast with lively, crisp acidity.

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Beaune-Montrevenots 1er Cru Blanc Code: C2545714 12-bottles £150
They make both a red and a white from this Premier Cru but we were particularly taken with the white. A gorgeous sweet blossom perfume – mineral 
and toasty with lemon butter notes. Bright, snappy and taut on the palate with a crisp and glassy texture.

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Puligny-Montrachet Code: C2545814 12-bottles £240
There’s a lovely fresh, crisp green apple fruit aspect to this excellent value Puligny Montrachet that shows great typicity with a smooth creaminess 
on the mid-palate and spice on the finish.

First established in 1879, Domaine Dubreuil Fontaine in the hillside village of Pernand Vergelesses is today run by 5th generation Christine 
Dubreuil. The village of Pernand-Vergelesses is found where Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune meet and the hills are directly across the 
valley from Corton-Charlemagne. They own a number of excellent vineyards including Clos Berthet, a 1.5 hectare walled vineyard which 
is the only Premier Cru Monopole in the area. 

“The Monnier wines are cunningly delicious and supple young, but age  
(no doubt because of their superb balance) for up to 7-8 years. This is an estate  

whose wines I recommend with much enthusiasm” 
Burgundy: A Comprehensive Guide to the Producers, Appellations and Wines, Robert Parker.

This year we welcome a far broader range of wines from Domaine Jean Monnier, based in Meursault. Following successful sales of their 
Meursault 1er Cru Genevrières last year, we visited the domaine back in September and are pleased to bring you their full range of whites. 
These include a delicious Beaune 1er Cru Blanc and across the range this estate offers very attractive value for money.
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Marc & Alex Bachelet

“The Bachelets make wines that are classically styled, 
emphasizing the inherent freshness, complexity and 

minerality in each cuvée.”

Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar

Bachelet Monnet is a relative newcomer to the Burgundy scene 
– only founded in 2005. But brothers, Marc and Alex Bachelet 
have created quite a stir and are already considered among 
Puligny Montrachet’s elite. 

Marc and Alex come from a family with a long history of 
winemaking. Their grandfather founded Bernard Bachelet et 
Fils in Chassagne-Montrachet and their father, Jean-Francois 
Bachelet, worked at the domaine for many years. When Jean-
Francois retired, he provided the financial support for his sons 
to create Domaine Bachelet-Monnot. The boys adopt a very 
natural, labour-intensive approach to wine-making-soils are 
ploughed, yields are kept low and all grapes are hand picked 
at optimum ripeness. 

Bachelet-Monnot continue to push the quality boundary each 
year and we cannot sing the praises of this estate highly enough.

DOMAINE BACHELET MONNOT

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Bourgogne Blanc Code: C1593214 12-bottles £140
This Bourgogne Blanc is sourced from vineyards around Puligny, just 30 feet away from the edge of Puligny Montrachet AC. An excellent value 
white that punches above its Bourgogne Blanc status, this has delicious, mouthwatering acidity with ripe citrus notes.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges 1er Cru La Fussière Blanc Code: C1882014 12-bottles £195
Maranges got its AOC status in 1989, and Marc and Alex’s father was one of the vignerons who helped make this happen. This has greater clarity than 
the Bourgogne Blanc at this stage with classic citrus butter and oatmeal notes. Mouthwatering, long and snappy.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Puligny Montrachet Code: C1050714 12-bottles £285
This comes from four parcels in Puligny Montrachet – Les Corvées, Les Meix, Les Houillières, and Noyer Bret. A subtle perfume of blossom with 
a gently smoky hint. Great energy pulses through the mid-palate leading to an electric finish.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Les Folatières Code: B1050814 6-bottles £260
Les Folatières is typically a minerally, focused style from a parcel of just over one acre with vines averaging 35 years of age. This is stunning 
stuff – rich and authoritative with lots of spice and mineral complexity, it marries great intensity and purity of fruit.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Puligny Montrachet 1er cru Referts Code: B2546514 6-bottles £250
Customers with long memories will remember John Avery’s enthusiasm for the Referts produced by Remoissenet. The grapes for that wine were 
sourced from the vines that now belong to Marc and Alex Bachelet. We’re delighted to have finally got an allocation of this 1er Cru that’s richer and 
more opulent than the Folatières.

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges 1er Cru La Fussière Rouge Code: C0993614 12-bottles £165
This comes from a parcel of 11 acres of vines whose limestone soils add a delicate minerality. With a classy red fruit perfume, this is ripe and plushly 
textured, supporting fresh red fruit.
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DOMAINE JEAN CHARTRON

Domaine Jean Chartron Hautes-Côtes de Beaune Code: C1595114 12-bottles £135
An unoaked white, the focus here is on the purity of the fresh fruit. A bright nose leads into a fleshy palate with yellow stone fruit and crisp, 
clean lines. A great value introduction to the wonderful wines of Domaine Jean Chartron.

Domaine Jean Chartron Pernand-Vergelesses Code: C2422514 12-bottles £190
Some of the more junior appellations have found real success in 2014, notably Pernand Vergelesses. This is expressive and polished with ripe, 
fleshy orchard fruit, nice acidity and a glassy texture.

Domaine Jean Chartron Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Cailleret Code: B2024814 6-bottles £205
Les Caillerets is widely recognised as the best Premier Cru in Chassagne. This is a fatter, richer style than the Puligny cuvée with excellent 
weight and earthiness. Impressive depth and flavour intensity with a long finish.

Domaine Jean Chartron Puligny-Montrachet 1er Cru Clos du Cailleret Monopole Code: B1433114 6-bottles £225
This part of Cailleret is walled to three sides, hence the ‘Clos’ and there’s just one hectare in total. A beautiful wine with driving minerality and 
spice, this has great tension, precision and length.

Domaine Jean Chartron Batard-Montrachet Grand Cru Code: B1618014 6-bottles £750
The delicate nose is deceptive as this is hugely expansive on the palate. The intensity grows revealing complex flavours of spice, ginger and 
citrus rind notes.  Very impressive!

Domaine Antoine Jobard Bourgogne Blanc Code: C0979414 12-bottles £185
We tasted a 1996 Bourgogne Blanc from Antoine in half bottle after the 2014s and it was absolutely stunning – punching far above its weight. 
The 2014 was on fine form too – really quite forward with a core of ripe fruit, fresh lime and super energy.

Domaine Antoine Jobard Meursault En le Barre Code: B0941214 6-bottles £180
This is a village wine from a lieux dit vineyard just down the road from the Jobard home.  Citric and complex with smoky, toasty notes, it’s full of 
energy and snap with Jobard’s characteristic finesse.

Domaine Antoine Jobard Meursault Poruzots 1er Cru Code: B1031114 6-bottles £280
This 1er Cru comes from a warmer site than en la Barre so it’s a riper, richer and fuller style. It’s certainly a wine of breadth and mass but there’s 
plenty of drive and energy too.

Domaine Jean Chartron was founded by Jean-Edouard Dupard in 1859. As mayor of Puligny, Jean-Edouard was instrumental in adding 
‘Montrachet’ – the most prestigious local vineyard name – to the village name of Puligny.

Averys has worked with the Chartron family for many years and used to buy from the firm, Chartron et Trebuchet. A chance meeting 
with Jean-Michel, Jean Edouard’s great, great grandson, in a restaurant whilst tasting the 2009s put us back in touch. We have offered 
each vintage since and they have proved immensely popular additions to the list.

DOMAINE ANTOINE JOBARD

Formerly known as Francois Jobard, the label changed to Antoine Jobard in 2008. The domaine has been in the same family since 1860 and 
Antoine is the 5th generation to take over the reins. He only makes white wines and Meursault accounts for 95% of his overall production. 
The domaine is renowned for its elegant, mineral and complex wines.
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Each year in November, we make our trip to Burgundy to taste the wines en primeur. We work with many of the top  

growers in the region but we always like to visit new producers and taste new wines. This page includes several new  

discoveries that we’re delighted to share with you.

Chateau de Chamilly Montagny 1er Cru les Burnins Code: C2546614 12-bottles £140
Château Chamilly has been in the Desfontaine family since 1820 and today it’s brothers Arnaud and Xavier who look after the winemaking. 
Rich, ripe fruit on the nose is supported by complex back notes of spice. With perfectly balanced toasty oak and ripe orchard fruits, this has a 
very classic white Burgundy profile.

Domaine Chofflet-Valdenaire Givry 1er Cru Clos de Choue Code: C1884114 12-bottles £160
The Chofflet-Valdenaire estate is located in the hillside hamlet of Russilly in Givry and has been in the family for over 100 years. The Clos de 
Choue vineyard is a six hectare south-facing amphitheatre vineyard and produces ripe and intense Pinots with impressive structural intensity. 
Red fruit flavours are accompanied by a hint of liquorice and a refreshing snap of acidity on the finish.

Domaine Thibert Père & Fils Macon-Fuissé Code: C2546714 12-bottles £90
Domaine Thibert was only founded in 1967 and is today flourishing under the direction of brother and sister, Christophe and Sandrine Thibert. 
This is a smart Macon-Fuisse with sweet, toasty oak, mineral smokiness and a whistle-clean finish. Good persistence and tension.

Domaine Marchand Frères Hautes-Côtes de Nuits Retour Aux Sources Code: C2546914 12-bottles £140
Domaine Marchand Frères was founded in 1813 and most of the seven generations since were based in Morey Saint Denis. However, in 1983, 
the family bought a winemaker’s house in the centre of Gevrey Chambertin where they are now based. A charming Pinot Noir with a red fruit 
nose and attractive mid-weight profile with perfume and focus. 

Domaine Thibert Père & Fils Pouilly-Fuissé Code: C2546814 12-bottles £130
Christophe’s delighted with the 2014s which he describes as being very pure, intense and mineral. This is fresh and slender on the entry and 
then has real energy and mineral drive. An elegant Pouilly Fuissé with balanced oak and a long and lifted finish.

Domaine Marchand Frères Gevrey-Chambertin Aux Etelois Code: C2547514 12-bottles £240
This domaine has small parcels in some very high-quality vineyards including Aux Etelois in Gevrey Chambertin. This is textbook Gevrey 
with earth and iron notes and impressive structure.  Supple red fruit and lifted acidity are supported by fine oak and a tannic spine.

Domaine Guy & Yvan Dufouleur Hautes Côtes de Nuits Dames Huguettes Code: C2547614 12-bottles £115
The average age of the vines used for Les Dames Huguettes is around 50 years old, therefore lower yields and greater concentration than 
a typical Hautes Côtes de Nuits. Mouthwatering and bright with fresh red fruits and a refreshing snap.

Domaine Jean Monnier & Fils Beaune-Montrevenots 1er Cru Blanc Code: C2545714 12-bottles £150
This domaine makes both a red and a white from this Premier Cru but we were particularly taken with the white. A gorgeous sweet blossom 
perfume - mineral and toasty with lemon butter notes.  Bright, snappy and taut on the palate with a crisp and glassy texture.

Domaine Guy & Yvan Dufouleur Nuits-Saint-Georges Aux Saint Julien Code: C2079514 12-bottles £220
The Dufouleur family have been winemakers and growers for over 400 years. From an old vine parcel in the heart of Nuits Saint Georges, 
this has a rich core of ripe fruit underpinned by spicy notes and a fresh, succulent palate.

Domaine André Chopin Côte de Nuits Villages Vieilles Vignes Code: C1051514 12-bottles £150
Arnaud, grandson of André Chopin, is in charge here. It’s a wine we’ve sold before so it’s more of a return of an old favourite than a brand new 
discovery. Dramatic and dark toned with lavish oak this is very succulent, fleshy and glossy. Achieves balance despite its muscle. 
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MAISON LAROZE DE DROUHIN

Caroline Drouhin set up Laroze de 
Drouhin in 2008 as a negociant 
company to run alongside Domaine 
Drouhin-Laroze (p10). Caroline 
purchases grapes from top vineyard 
sites and crafts wines of purity 
and elegance. The winemaking is 
done on the premises of Domaine 
Drouhin Laroze, taking advantage 
of the top-class facilities and advice 
of her father Philippe Drouhin. 

Averys recognised the quality here 
right from the outset, bought her 
first vintage in 2008 and have been 
offering the wines ever since. 

Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Chardonnay Code: C1861514 12-bottles £120
This is a little more serious than most Bourgogne Blancs with a crisp citrus fruit nose, peachy orchard fruits on the palate and a touch of chalky 
minerality on the finish. Great price for the quality too.

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Savigny-lès-Beaune Code: C0963414 12-bottles £130
Jean-Jacques is renowned for making wines with great purity and aromatics and this is no exception. 100% de-stemmed to emphasise fruit and 
purity, it’s bright and vivid on the palate with a tendre quality to the tannin. Charming.

Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Pinot Noir Code: C0979814 12-bottles £120
Grapes only come from plots located on Gevrey-Chambertin and Morey Saint Denis for this classy Pinot Noir. Incredibly drinkable already, 
it’s full of bright, juicy red fruits with lovely purity and freshness. 

Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard Savigny-lès-Beaune 1er Cru Les Peuillets Code: C1423614 12-bottles £180
Another beautifully elegant wine from Jean-Jacques - pure, direct and fine. It’s very delicate in style but not at all light with crisply defined berry fruit.  
Lifted and airy, it has that ethereal quality that is the calling card of fine Pinot Noir.

Laroze de Drouhin Fixin Code: C2547714 12-bottles £195
A step-up in quality, this has a rich Gevrey-Chambertin-esque nose. There’s lots of plummy, succulent fruit on the palate with lovely ripe tannin. 
Another great value recommendation.

DOMAINE JEAN JACQUES GIRARD

Originally founded in 1529 by Jean Girard, this is one of the oldest domaines in Savigny. It’s a domaine which is thriving under the 
direction of Jean-Jacques who undoubtedly makes some of the best wines in the village. Situated between Beaune and the hallowed 
terroir of Corton, the wines of Savigny-Les-Beaune are among our favourites for quality and value.

Philippe Drouhin and his daughter Caroline Drouhin
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Young winemaker, Marc-Olivier Buffet, has revitalised this old 
domaine in the heart of Volnay. The family have been growing 
vines here since the 17th century but since Marc-Olivier took 
over it has become very much a name to watch. After a run of 
hailed vintages we were delighted by these wines which offer 
outstanding quality and value. In fact, we were so impressed 
by the wines we tasted here and at Domaine Joseph Voillot 
(see back of letter), that we decided to offer wines from both 
of these over-achieving Volnay domaines.

Winemaker, Marc-Olivier Buffet. 

DOMAINE FRANCOIS BUFFET

Domaine François Buffet Volnay Code: C1593814 12-bottles £220
A very pure and refreshing Pinot Noir with leafy aromas, but fully ripe, combined with red fruits and toasty nuances. Lots of snap on the palate with 
bright, pure fruit and caressing tannins.

Domaine François Buffet Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Chênes Code: B2195014 6-bottles £165
This wine comes from a terroir with a south-east aspect and a very steep slope which gives rise to a powerful wine. Definitely one of the fuller, 
rounder and more dense Volnays in the Buffet cellar, this is rich and complete with impressive intensity.

Domaine François Buffet Pommard 1er Cru Les Rugiens Code: B1050614 6-bottles £210
This is one of the most extraordinary Cotes de Beaune wines on our list. A wine of old vine intensity and complexity with the spice, floral notes 
and tannins built of wholebunch fermentation. Firm, mineral and structured, this has great volume and mineral intensity that sets it apart from the 
crowd – Grand Cru quality.

Gouges is one of the grand old domaines of Nuits Saint Georges, for many they define the style of this village. Historically, Gouges wines 
were neither generous nor plump but instead were brooding, well structured and demanding of a long time in the cellar. In recent years, 
however, a quiet revolution has been taking place here. The wines are taking on a riper fruit profile and the austerity is softening whilst 
the structure remains. This year, we were impressed by the sweet, pure and expressive fruit not always associated with Gouges. 
As always, production is very small and demand will be high. 

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Clos des Porrets Code: B1025314 6-bottles £180
Lots of ripe, sweet and pure fruit with subtle, long spice and a really persistent finish.

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers Code: B1025614 6-bottles £235
Perhaps more immediate and impactful than the Porrets this year – the tannins are firm but ripe with good intensity on the finish.

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Vaucrains Code: B0924314 6-bottles £310
A richly perfumed cuvée, this is mineral and layered with dark-toned fruit and firm tannins. Complex and sophisticated.

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les St Georges Code: B1025414 6-bottles £410
There are no Grand Crus in Nuits-Sait-Georges but many consider ‘Les Saint Georges’ its finest vineyard and it’s the vineyard the village is 
named after (it was originally known as Nuits). Fragrant, open and delicately delineated.

DOMAINE HENRI GOUGES
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DOMAINE BERTAGNA

DOMAINE DES BEAUMONT

Domaine Bertagna Vougeot Code: C2547814 12-bottles £260
A rare village wine from Vougeot, which is dominated by the Grand Cru Clos. Ripe dark-toned fruit with a refreshing vigour.

Domaine Bertagna Vougeot 1 Cru Clos de la Perrière Monopole Code: B1885014 6-bottles £240
This has a riper profile than the village wine and married to a firmer and more mineral structure. Long and perfumed.

Domaine Bertagna Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Beaux Monts Code: B2194614 6-bottles £250
Glossy and ripe black fruit with a velvety texture. Beautifully balances richness, substantial tannin and lavish oak. 

Domaine Bertagna Clos Saint-Denis Grand Cru Code: B1885114 6-bottles £420
Very delicate with red fruit tones and fine-spun, silky tannin. Sweet, spicy and fragrant.  

Domaine Bertagna Le Chambertin Grand Cru Code: B1885214 6-bottles £495
Very plump cherry fruit underlaid by marked Chambertin tannins – dry and mineral. Great energy and length.

Domaine des Beaumont Morey-Saint-Denis Code: C1592414 12-bottles £280
From 7th generation winemaker, Thierry Beaumont. This is classic Morey showing rich fruit, scent, spice and musk. 

Domaine des Beaumont Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Aux Combottes Code: B2547914 6-bottles £260
Combottes sits between the Grand Crus of Clos de la Roche and Latricières Chambertin. Richly aromatic with sweet spice and fruit.

Domaine des Beaumont Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Les Cherbaudes Code: B1059814 6-bottles £250
A cooler vineyard than Combottes, this rides more on structure and minerality than fruit. Slender and silken-textured with a focused, mineral expression.  

Domaine des Beaumont Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Millandes Code: B2548514 6-bottles £250
This will be the last bottling of Millandes for a while as Thierry’s vines are now so old that he needs to replant them. Combines the intensity 
and complexity of old vine fruit with lovely spice and vigour.

Domaine des Beaumont Morey-Saint-Denis 1er Cru Les Ruchots Code: B1051214 6-bottles £260
From a fantastic site just below Bonnes Mares and Clos de Tart. The fruit is dark, glossy and plush with a Bonnes Mares-like seam of 
muscularity running through the middle.

Domaine des Beaumont Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru Code: B0980714 6-bottles £450
This has the aromatic intensity of its Grand Cru status but is remarkably delicate on the palate.  Bright and spicy with lots of energy and tension.

Claude Bertagna created Domaine Bertagna in the 1950s but it was bought by the Reh family in 1982. Located just a few hundred 
metres from Clos de Vougeot, it benefits from a perfect setting with an exceptional collection of vineyards including five Grand Crus.

This is a 5.5 hectare domaine which has been in the family for seven generations. Since 1991, it has been looked after by brothers Thierry and 
Vincent, with Thierry as winemaker. Thierry believes in minimal intervention and produces terroir-driven wines with great freshness and purity.
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Philippe Drouhin took over from his father in 2001 and has moved this grand old Domaine to the forefront of quality in Gevrey 
Chambertin. He has an impressive line up of Grand Crus, with almost half of his vineyard holdings boasting Grand Cru status. 
Philippe is the 5th generation in his family making wine and both of his children – Caroline and Nicolas – work on the domaine. 
His daughter Caroline also looks after Maison Laroze de Drouhin (see p7)

DOMAINE LOUIS BOILLOT

DOMAINE DROUHIN-LAROZE

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Gevrey-Chambertin Code: C1044414 12-bottles £280
Intense, ripe and very classic Gevrey nose with plush black fruit, bags of scent at its core and impressive structure.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Bonnes Mares Grand Cru Code: B1036214 6-bottles £ 390
Fresh and slightly floral with a lovely silky element to the texture.  More elegant in style than a typical powerful Bonnes Mares.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru Code: B1052814 6-bottles £390
This wine comes from the upper third section of the Clos de Vougeot which historically was reserved for the Popes in Avignon. Deluxe and 
velvety with a very rich, creamy texture, firm tannins and a spicy, mineral finish. Very refined.

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Chambertin-Clos de Bèze Grand Cru Code: B1036114 6-bottles £465
This parcel belonged to the monks of the Bèze abbey and vines were planted here as early as 630 AD. With an authoritative Gevrey signature 
- spice, toast, dark fruit and marked tannin- this is firm and brooding  with crisp, layered fruit.

Domaine Louis Boillot Côtes de Nuits Villages

Dark, supple fruit with complex floral notes and a ripe frame of tannin. 
Extremely good energy and length for the level.

Code: C1433614 12-bottles £160

Domaine Louis Boillot Gevrey-Chambertin

Fragrant and open with sweet, floral-tinged fruit and a kiss of classic 
Gevrey iron minerality. Pure and elegant.

Code: C1902014 12-bottles £255

Domaine Louis Boillot Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Champonnet

The Champonnet vineyard is on the northern edge of the Grand Cru 
hillside with Ruchottes-Chambertin among its neighbours. Rich and 
layered but beautifully controlled with ripe, lifted berry fruit and a fine, 
silky texture

Code: B1036614 6-bottles £230

Louis was formerly at his father’s domaine in Gevrey Chambertin but 
in 2002 moved to Chambolle to be with his partner, the highly respected 
winemaker Ghislaine Barthod. They make their wines in the same 
cellars and while each make their wines individually, they share the 
same winemaking philosopy and style.

Owner Louis Boillot
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Burgundy

DOMAINE LAMARCHE

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée  1er Cru Les Suchots Code: B1026214 6-bottles £330
Very pretty, fine and red-fruited with impressive fragrance and an expansive perfume that coats the palate. 

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée Code: B1036314 6-bottles £180
Aromas of fragrant red fruit, incense and spice followed by sweet, ripe red fruit on the palate. Beautifully layered and scented.

Domaine Jean Grivot Vosne-Romanée Code: B0938414 6-bottles £195
Silky, elegant and vibrant with aromas of fleshy fruit and musk. Great focus and tension.

Domaine Lamarche Vosne-Romanée  1er Cru Malconsorts Code: B1044514 6-bottles £415
Musky, scented and with a marked tannic grip, this is big, taut and genuinely close to Grand Cru quality.

Domaine Jean Grivot Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Les Roncières Code: B1050414 6-bottles £410
Plump and fleshy with rich, soft black fruit, delicate minerality and a velvety texture.

Domaine Lamarche  Echézeaux Grand Cru Code: B0948314 6-bottles £450
This is very discreet on the nose at present but then reveals layers of fruit and tannin on the palate. Vibrant and racy.

Domaine Jean Grivot Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Suchots Code: B1129614 6-bottles £700
This renowned Premier Cru lies between the Grand Crus of Echezeaux and Romanée-Saint-Vivant. Sweetly cherried, it’s rich and layered 
with great definition.

Domaine Lamarche La Grand Rue Grand Cru Monopole Code: B0947914 6-bottles £1350
From a 1.65 hectare Monopole situated between the prestigious addresses of La Romanée Conti and La Tâche. Sublime sweet fruit and toasty 
oak notes with markedly fine tannins.

Domaine Jean Grivot Clos Vougeot Grand Cru Code: B1036014 6-bottles £685
Very polished, this is focused and pure with bright fruit, delicate minerality and fine, lively tannins.

This is one of the top estates in Vosné Romanée, with a stunning 
range of vineyards and wines of a matching quality. The estate is 
run by 6th generation of the Lamarche family, Nathalie and Nicole. 
Nicole, who looks after the vines and the vinification, is achieving 
intensity and structure yet with a lightness of touch and elegance 
that makes these wines very seductive. 

“The Domaine Jean Grivot is generally seen as one of the finest in the Cote d’Or” 
Remington Norman – The Great Domaines of Burgundy.

At Domaine Grivot we were hosted by Mathilde and the wines, which can 
be extremely difficult to taste from barrel, provided about the most consistent 
and beautiful range I have ever seen from this producer – the Clos Vougeot 
particularly standing out.

DOMAINE JEAN GRIVOT

Nicole and Nathalie Lamarche.

The Grivot family



•  Call  03330 148 208 quoting 3379001  •  Order online at www.averys .com/burgundy2014
•  Send your completed order form to us at Averys Wine Merchants , 7100 Hurricane Road, 

Gloucester Business Park, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL3 4AQ

IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION  
If you would like to find out more about the 2014 vintage, 

buying en primeur or any of the wines included in this offer, 
please call the fine wine team on 03330 148 210.

BUYING EN PRIMEUR 
Prices are per case in bond and exclude duty, VAT and UK delivery 
which will be payable just prior to delivery. The wines in this offer 

will be ready for delivery Autumn 2016.

OTHER THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW.. .

Please see the enclosed letter for full terms and conditions of Burgundy 2014 En Primeur or visit www.averys.com/terms AEPC2A

REMOISSENET PÈRE ET FILS

Our old friend Bernard Repolt, with Pierre Rovani, former 
Burgundy editor at Robert Parker’s The Wine Advocate, 
and the brilliant Claudine Jobard, have transformed the 
quality at this famous old house. Such is the quality here 
that we have significantly expanded our range from them 
this year.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Saint-Romain Blanc Code: C1055814 12-bottles £180
Sweet and appealing with peachy stone fruit notes, a bright acid seam and nicely slimline finish.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Saint-Aubin 1er Cru Castets Code: C2558514 12-bottles £220
Saint Aubin is a close neighbour of Montrachet, lying between Chassagne and Puligny. Rich, peachy and honeyed.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Meursault 1er Cru Genevrieres Code: B0923114 6-bottles £280
Very smart with toasty oak on the nose. Vigourous and taut with a lovely fresh line of acidity.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Chassagne-Montachet 1er Cru les Champs-Gain Code: B2558614 6-bottles £200
Les Champs Gain is a premier cru towards the north of Chassagne – floral, spicy and mineral with great energy and lift.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Bâtard-Montrachet Grand Cru Code: B1038514 6-bottles £1100
Very ripe stone fruit aromas.  Huge, driving power and intensity with vibrant fruit and stunning finesse.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Le Montrachet Grand Cru Code: B1023614 6-bottles £1600
More reserved than the Batard, this takes time to unfurl. Layered, long and complex, with a fragrance that builds across the palate.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Beaune 1er Cru Marconnets Code: B1031214 6-bottles £140
Very intense with old vine minerality, lots of spice and savoury character. Rich, long and beautifully balanced.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Vosne-Romanée Code: C2558714 12-bottles £300
Very sleek and fine in both fruit and texture with lovely purity and impressive elegance. 

Remoissenet Père et Fils Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Le Trio Code: B1592114 6-bottles £250
A blend of premier cru fruit from Cherbaudes, Champonnets and Craipillots, this is rich, full and dark-toned with a classic Gevrey tannic vigour.

Remoissenet Père et Fils Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru Code: B2086614 6-bottles £540
From a vineyard planted to the rare Pinot Fin clone, this is really exciting stuff with lively tannin and structure.  


